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When one attempts at bridging various fields of Life Sciences, no matter they 
once were unified and only departed from unity with the ever-increasing level 
of complexity encountered in pursuing each of them, one runs the obvious risk 
of being discredited as Philosophers by the Scientific Community. However, 
complexity often refers to lack of understanding and Life Sciences as they 
progress tend to demonstrate that God/Nature went the least complicated – 
read most energetically favorable – way in designing/developing the 
environment – including ourselves – we live/thrive in. It rather is more a 
question of time/space for Humans to understand commonly observed natural 
phenomena than ones of complexity. And, in that respect, Philosophy does 
appear to help rather than to hinder progress. This assay has that ambition of 
bringing pieces of evidence together, from mathematics to physics, chemistry, 
biology, psychology, and philosophy, in a way to identify a common sense of 
relevance for Nature to evolve the way it does as per Human’s observation. 

 
 
From Nothing to Everything 
 
Scientifically, one needs to explain how all one experiences in this world could ever have 
emerged and evolved from nothing and then explain/define what nothing is/means. To 
some degree, the definition of nothing as “0” in mathematical terms does help a long way 
in progressing since from there/then all one scientifically develops/drives in terms of a 
unified Theory owes to respond to that most unique condition of Existence/Evolution 
that it emerges/derives from nothing or “0”. It in fine is an enormous simplification. If 
there was nothing to start with, then there is no point/need to look for an Inventor. The 
empirical definition of “nothing” as a set of 9 elementary information – self-annihilating, 
individually and 3x3-mutually – requires a cognitive element (humans) capable of 
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interpreting ±4.5 billion light-years of evolution. Within that framework of understanding, 
the discoverer/inventor is among & between us. No point/need to look elsewhere. The 
next steps of evolution depends on us, each & all of us, only. Humanity as a whole is 
God/Evil as per terms of common usage. 
 
The “0” condition imposes a number of restrictions to the definition of “nothing”: 
Mathematical concepts that self-annihilate in the absence of time/space, yet can 
potentially explain “everything” as one observes it upon release of time/space come down 
to a minimum set of nine (9) self- & three-by-three (3x3)-mutually annihilating 
information, ie 
 

0 ↔ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 +9 = 45 = 4 + 5 = 9r 
 
where r is the digital root of 9. 
 
From there, one can re-construct the before-0 mathematics, which did prevail until the 
BigBang. By definition, such a mathematical concept is a resonance of two opposite 
concepts, which cancel off faster than the speed of light. It is, basically, what is 
contemporarily referred to as a black hole (Fig.1).  
 

 
Fig.1. Spin & Antispin 
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Time/Space → Linear 0123456789101112…. 
No Time/Space → Circular 0↔123456789r 

(The mathematical concept of limits - ±∞ - does encompass the two-fold requirements that (i) “0” did 
not exist before the BigBang, and (ii) time/space expands in “nothing”). 

 
In absence of time/space, there is no light, no mass/charge, and, therefore, certainly no 
life and no Life Sciences. However, mathematically, the minimum set of nine 
(0↔123456789) information as we know of nowadays can probabilistically organize itself 
in an infinite number of combination, from which a unique one – usually referred to as 
the Fibonacci Series (911235843718988764156281) – appears to fulfill that specific 
requirement, ie being self- & three-by-three (3x3)-mutually annihilating. In that unique 
case, a set of three physical wavelets for light, mass and charge appears to be produced 
along with time/space (primordial wavelets) and crystallization (BigBang) ensues with 
concomitant release of the anti/self-annihilating contribution (black holes, 
electromagnetism & gravity) (Fig.2). 

 
Fig.2. Our Galaxy 

In absence of time/space, “0” does not exist. It comes into existence at the BB (t0). 
Fibonacci figures are reminiscent/remnants of the mathematical geometry prior 

to the BB (no time/space). 
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It is interesting to note that mass and charge are degenerated in the absence of space/time; 
they are only “1” or better say equivalent or in resonance, which in turn gives rise to the 
½ spin. In time/space, light speed (<< resonance) becomes the limit for the diffusion of 
information, which then gives rise to mass and charge as two independent 
expression/phenomena of information, ie I (-101). The wave:particle (light:mass/charge) 
equivalence finds its extension all along with Evolution from white spaces/black holes to 
mind/body co-existence, as well as its visualization in the double-slit experiment (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3. Mind/Charge, Yin/Yang Resonance. Sum/Aver 9 frequencies Solfeggio: 

4995Hz(9r)/555Hz(6r) – Yin: 1665Hz(9r)/555Hz(6r) – Yang: 1332Hz(9r)/444Hz(3r) – 
0: 1998Hz(9r)/666Hz(9r). 

(https://www.quora.com/ & https://www.quora.com/Why-did-Tesla-say-that-3-6-and-
9-was-the-key-to-the-universe).  

Yin = Female (https://www.chenot.com/blog/the-importance-of-yin-yang-balance-in-
mind-and-body/) & (https://www.quora.com/Is-the-male-body-and-soul-yin-or-yang). 

 
The physicochemical life-sustaining hydrogen bond (h) that allows subquantum 
energy/information (-101) to flow from the subatomic immaterial/non-temporal world 
to the molecular material temporal macro-reality one lives in, and back (A-h-T, G-h-C) 
unites all the information within and around us in a way orchestrated by individual 
evolving phenotypes. The vibrational energy/information captured in all atoms of matter 
on Earth – see the Medeleev Table – continuously flows through the oxygen atom of the 
water molecule and is rendered available through its two hydrogen atoms, holographically, 
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everywhere, at any time, to each & all. That is to say that the two worlds, ie quantum & 
atomic/molecular, not only co-exists but closely/constantly interact and – in fine – are the 
most single essential characteristic/condition for Life on Earth. And most definitely, there 
is no need for a BigBang for this to happen. 
 
 
From Everything to Nothing 
 
Looking back into perspective, ie moving back in time/space as a way to approach the 
Truth wrt the origin of “everything” – one must admit that the notion of “nothing” is 
peculiar to say the least. It can be defined scientifically, without ambiguity, as being a set 
of self- & mutually annihilating elementary information, which then immediately raises the 
cognitive question mark of where they originally come from. However, it also is more a 
semantic than a scientific quest at that stage of progress of Humanity since, scientifically-
speaking, 0/9r has been defined and shown to be all what is needed to explain 
“nothing↔everything”. It all seems as if Science would need Philosophy all-of-a-sudden 
if only to address that all too un-famous weakness – read lack of humility – of Homo 
sapiens on his/her way to Homo modestis. But there is more than that. One should not 
neglect the very fact that cognizant Humans are an integral part of the system under 
observation/description here; musical tones are most typically cognizant humans’ 
masterpieces of communication/exchange that have unconsciously evolved from that 
interface between non-temporal subatomic and temporal atomic worlds, and they 
perfectly respond to the mathematical condition set earlier by the 0/9r most single ultimate 
solution of the “nothing↔everything” Unified Theory. And still, one needs at least one 
Human to play music. The same observation comes to mind for everything one observes 
in/around us, to the extent that one must reasonably conclude that Humanity created it 
all over the past 70Kyr. It is not a lack of humility to state that God is among/between us, 
ie Homo modestis. 
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Fig. 4 - The Benzene Molecule 
(A molecular model of the remnant “Secret” of the pre-Universe) 

 
The vibrational modes of the benzene molecule have been precisely calculated and shown 
to correspond to precisely identifiable absorption bands in Infrared & Raman 
spectroscopies (Fig.X).  
 

  

Fig. 5 
 
The energy/frequency sum of all benzene vibrational modes (detectable or not via IR/RM) 
is 1347.84Hz (44,932cm-1), which in absence of time/space comes down to the integral 
sum (∑r) of 27(198) or 0/9r → Benzene simply is the physicochemical manifestation 
(matter/charge, electromagnetism/gravity / s-electrons) in time/space of a mathematical 
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combination (pixel spin/antispin -101 / p-electrons) of self- & 3x3-mutually-annhilating 
information (0↔1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9) in absence of time/space. The benzene 
molecule hence appears as a perfect molecular model of the “Secret” of the Universe 
and/or perhaps more precisely of the remnant “Secret” of the pre-Universe, in absence 
of time./space It becomes clear that it is the combination of information (-101/396/p-
electrons) that gives rise to matter/charge (147/258/s-electrons) and not the other way 
around.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Mind & Body are in resonance just as are pi & sigma electrons. 

(https://www.reddit.com/r/chemistry/comments/1lk8y6/why_is_benzene_colorless/) 
Definition of “0” or “Nothing” 

(as 9r or “Everything”) 
 
In absence of time/space → matter/charge, electromagnetism/gravity, the definition of 
“0” or “Nothing” simplifies to -101/396 geometrically/mathematically with the 3 to 6 and 
0 to 9 equivalences and, from there, all is indeed about Vibration, YinYang, TsimTsoum, 
and/or the V/H-mirror/invertor as per the Fibonacci Series (Fig. 7). 
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Fig 7 
 
At the Planck constant scale, resonance implies inseparable entities, duality wave-particle, 
multiple states/superposition, position vs momentum, entanglement (spook action at a 
distance), subjective measurement. Light does not exist per se, but only if/when/because 
it cancels off with resonating mass↔charge. ±0/9r is a self-annihilating two-directional 
wavelet in absence of space/time (Planck constant). That appears to be the definition of 
0 or “nothing”, ie the resonance of two opposites (1,0,-1) / (3,9,6) / (Yin,0,Yang), where 
0/9r is a kind of inverting mirror which makes the sum of each two resonating elements 
equal to 0/9r. Upon space/time, “Nothing” (0/9r) = one quantum of light (Photon) 
annihilated by one oscillating dipole of mass↔charge. White Space Pixel Spin (396) & 
Atom Mass (174)/Charge (285) are in Resonance with 0 (Planck Cst). Black Hole Pixel 
AntiSpin (693) & Atom ElectroMagnetism (825)/Gravity (714) are in Resonance with 0. 
Mind (Pixels) = Encoded/Imprinted double-leaflet Cell Membrane Omega-3,9,6-Fatty 
Acids = Spin (1)/AntiSpin (-1). Body = Atom (Mass & Charge)/(ElectroMagnetism & 
Gravity). The YinYang is complete and ready to evolve all-the-way down to the 9 reference 
Solfeggio frequencies (Fig.8). 
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Fig.8. Spin & AntiSpin as per Han‘s Philosophy & Benzene‘s Chemistry. 

(Matter & Mass (bodies) are observational consequences of local information fields (Minds) with which 
they are in resonance. Music/Vibration therapy is all about synchronizing Solfeggio frequencies with 

those mind pixel fields). 
 
Back to physics, and with no intention of elaborating on the current status of affair, one 
must admit that the very fact that the Standard Model does include 17 (+1 quantum graviton) 
or 0/9r information – read elementary subatomic particles – comes strikingly in support 
of the tentative (philosophical) conclusion that – yes - there was nothing: no time, no 
space, no matter, no charge, no light, no energy, nothing… and there will be nothing. 
However, there is everything in between. It all is about an optical illusion with the self-
aware/conscious observer being part of the trick (Enlightenment) (Fig.X). 
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The Standard Model with its 18 (0/9r) Elementary Subatomic Particles. 

(Current status of understanding in layman terms: Elementary Subatomic Particles are a unique set of 
self-annihilating Information which – upon hazard at the image of a Lottery – can eventually assemble 

themselves in a peculiar way that gives rise to Reality as we observe It). 
 
 
Tentative conclusion 
 
It all looks like Einstein and Tesla were right. It is all about energy, vibration, frequency. 
They could not get to the final touch of their genius thoughts/theories because of their 
Education forged into the Homo sapiens fear-fed derived God mind-box. Their legendary 
mutual misunderstandings/conflicts found their sources in their young age’s mind-wash, 
which most unconsciously, their respective families/environments submitted them to. 
Time/space has come to clean the board and to restart from here, strong of their Legacy. 
Thank you, Guys… Most respectfully. 
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